
OUTDOOR LIVING 

www.fencetastic.co.nz Freephone:  0800 770 880 

    OUTDOOR LIVING 

DECKING 

FENCING 



Standard Bottom Rail Reinforcement 

Aluminium Channel 

SHIPPING 
NATIONWIDE! 

WE SHIP TO ANYWHERE IN 

NEW ZEALAND.    

ALL OF OUR PRODUCTS ARE 
MADE FROM HEAVY DUTY 100%
VIRGIN VINYL. 

 

CONTACT US TODAY FOR 

A FREE QUOTE ON YOUR 
OUTDOOR PROJECT!  
 

Our vinyl fencing and outdoor living 

products are proudly fabricated in  

New Zealand with product that is   

engineer-tested and a manufacturing  

process that uses the highest grade of  

material to ensure enduring beauty,  

lasting stability and performance. 

 

Our products are crafted to handle 

extremes in temperature and 

withstand high winds. Our fencing 

assembly system is pre-routed and 

notched requiring no screws or 

brackets for easy installation and 

added stability. We stand behind 

everything we sell and we’ll 

be here for you before, during 

and after your purchase with 

our 25 year Warranty.  

Products Available in White, Tan & Grey 

Fencing 
Set it and forget it: Low Maintenance, 

High Impact Vinyl Fencing. 

Select from a complete line of vinyl fencing, ranging from privacy, 

pool and picket fences to horse fences and railing systems, arbors 

and gazebo’s, in a selection of styles, sizes and colours. You’ll find all 

of the accessories and additions you need to truly customize your 

vinyl fencing look and versatility. Made from 100% virgin vinyl 

with the most advanced materials available, Fencetastic is imper-

vious to water and humidity and offers the industry’s best UV pro-

tection. It’s virtually maintenance free. 

 

 NO PAINTING  NO FADING   

 NO CRACKING       NO ROTTING   

 NO RUSTING      NO WORRIES  

 

 

 Fabricated in New Zealand 

 Highest quality materials 

 Resists water and humidity 

 Won’t chip, rot, rust or crack 

 Maintenance Free 
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FENCING 

PRIVACY FENCING 
The perfect backdrop to a lush garden  or lively backyard parties. 

Fencetastic Privacy Fencing Systems offer both seclusion and  style. 

Provides maximum  privacy and minimal maintenance, the wide varie-

ty of styles and designs can complement any  landscape. These fences 

can be installed to withstand wind gusts of up to 130mph. The bottom 

rail is reinforced with aluminium for added strength and durability. 

Privacy made perfect with high performance and style. 

FP-HEA 

Height:  1.2m, 1.5m, & 1.8m 

Picket Style:  22mmx300mm T&G 

Colour:  White, Tan & Grey 

 

FP-HEB 

Height:  1.2m, 1.5m, & 1.8m 

Picket Style:  22mmx300mm T&G 

w lattice - 6.5mmx36mm 

FP-HEC 

Height:  1.5m & 1.8m 

Picket Style:  22mmx300mm T&G 

W top picket - 37.5x37.5mm 

Colour:  White, Tan & Grey 

FP-HED 

Height:  1.5m & 1.8m 

Picket Style:  22mmx300mm T&G  

w top picket37.5mx37.5mm  

Colour:  White, Tan & Grey 

FP-HEE 

Height:  1.5m & 1.8m 

Picket Style:  22mmx300mm T&G w 

square lattice  6.5mmx36mm 

Colour:  White, Tan & Grey 

FP-HEF 

Height:  1.2m, 1.5m & 1.8m 

Picket Style:  22mmx300mm T&G 

Colour:  White, Tan & Grey 
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FENCING 

SEMI - PRIVACY FENCING 
Fencetastic semi-privacy fences offer just the right amount of privacy for  

the Homeowner without the feel of complete isolation. The pickets  

slide through the routed rails for a true multidimensional look.  

The bottom rail is reinforced with aluminium for added strength  

and durability. 

Style without Compromise 

FSP-HFC 

Height:  1.5m & 1.8m 

Picket Style:  22mmx152mm 

Colour:  White, Tan & Grey 

 

FSP-HFO 

Height:  1.5m & 1.8m 

Picket Style:  22mm x 152mm 

Colour:  White, Tan & Grey 
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FENCING 

PICKET FENCING 
Our pickets fences can dramatically change the look of your outdoor 

area, adding beauty and warmth to the landscape with a wide selection 

of styles to suit your tastes. Our “neighbour-friendly” fences are de-

signed to look the same year after year with only minimal maintenance 

required. 

No matter what style of picket fence you select, you are assured of 

years of durable performance. The bottom rail is reinforced with alu-

minium for added strength and durability. 

A simple solution that adds style to your landscape 

FP-HAB1 

Height:  0.9m & 1.2m 

Picket Style:  22mmx75mm 

Colour:  White, Tan & Grey 

FP-HAB2 

Height:  0.9m & 1.2m 

Picket Style:  22mmx37mm 

Colour:  White, Tan & Grey 

FPK-HAC1 

Height:  0.9m & 1.2m 

Picket Style:  22mmx37mm 

Colour:  White, Tan & Grey 

FPK-HAC2 

Height:  0.9mm & 1.2mm 

Picket Style:  22mmx37mm 

Colour:  White, Tan & Grey 

FPK-HAF 

Height:  1.2mm & 1.5mm 

Picket Style:  22mmx38mm 

Colour:  White, Tan & Grey 

FPK-HAG 

Height:  1.2mm & 1.5mm 

Picket Style:  37mmx37mm 

Colour:  White, Tan & Grey 
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FENCING 

BALUSTRADE FENCING & RAILING 

Fencetastic balustrade fencing combines classic style with modern 

materials to create stunning fencing that won’t need any upkeep. The 

PVC construction is designed to withstand all types of weather, from 

blazing sun to pouring rain, without warping, splitting or splintering, 

making it ideal for parks, cricket clubs, golf clubs, horse and equestri-

 

an areas. Our Balustrade fencing provides a fantastic finish to patios and balconies due to its safe, strong and beautifully classic 

design. Balustrades are available in various sizes and colours.  
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POOL FENCING 

FENCING 

Surround your patio, pool or lawn with an eye-catching fencing sys-

tem. These attractive designs add a sense of style to any landscape. 

While perfect around pools, our pool fencing also looks great in any 

area of your yard. Our vinyl finish features an exclusive manufacturing 

process that resists water, humidity and many chemicals. Our pool 

style gates include self closing hinges and a lockable two-way latch. 

The bottom rail is reinforced with aluminium for added strength and 

durability.  

A beautiful finish that always looks new and resists water and humidity 

FPL-HBA 

Height:  1.2m 

Picket Style:  37mmx37mm 

Colour:  White, Tan & Grey 

FPL-HBB 

Height:  1.2m 

Picket Style:  22mmx38mm 

Colour:  White, Tan & Grey 

FPL-HBC 

Height:  1.2m 

Picket Style:  22mmx75mm 

Colour:  White, Tan & Grey 

FPL-HBD 

Height:  1.2m 

Picket Style:  22mmx38mm; 

22mmx152mm 

Colour:  White, Tan & Grey 

FPL-HBE 

Height:  1.2m 

Picket Style:  37mmx37mm 

Colour:  White, Tan & Grey 
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FENCING 

RURAL / FARM FENCING 

At Fencetastic we can offer even the simplest of fence styles that still 

carry that elegance and style. Our 2, 3 or 4 rail fencing is suitable for 

most farm fencing requirements without the need for constant 

maintenance. Easily erected using pre-routed posts, this is any home 

handyman’s dream. These fences have been used at the homes of 

racing, both Ascot & Flemington. 

FF-HDA 

Height:  0.9m 

Rail Style:  38mmx139mm 

Colour:  White, Tan & Grey 

FF-HDC 

Height:  1.4m 

Rail Style:  38mmx139mm 

Colour:  White, Tan & Grey 

FF-HDB 

Height:  1.4m 

Rail Style:  38mmx139mm 

Colour:  White, Tan & Grey 
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FENCING 

PORTABLE FENCING 

Fencetastic portable Fencing is the world’s premier portable 

fencing for special events and crowd control. From PGA tour-

naments to NASCAR tracks and from stadiums to theme 

parks, Portable PVC fencing has proven itself at thousands of 

events worldwide. It is the perfect upscale choice to spice up 

your next event and create the right image for your facility. 
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Attractive, white, expertly crafted and uniform panels are appealing from all points-of-view. Our portable PVC fence panels 

are a welcome alternative to traditional heavy wood or metal barricades. Freestanding signature panels delineate traffic 

flow while enhancing the image of your event and facility. 

Safe vinyl panels have no rough surfaces, nails, splinters or sharp edges to injure spectators or participants, lowering your 

event’s liability. Signature panels are environmentally safe, recyclable and non-toxic. 

Durable, and maintenance free. PVC panels contain high impact modifiers and superior UV inhibitors which increase their 

longevity for your events, year after year. Fencetastic portable fence panels never need painting and will not rot, warp, rust 

or corrode. Panels are easy to keep clean with common household cleaners. 

Pre-assembled, sturdy panels are easy to manoeuvre and use. The freestanding panels can be deployed in minutes without 

tools and a minimum amount of labour. Panels connect together quickly and easily for increased stability and decorative 

caps are attached to prevent loss during set-up and tear-down. Base legs swivel to accommodate uneven terrain and in-

clude pre-drilled holes for staking when you have more permanent applications. 

Easy to store panels are lightweight and symmetrical. The panel base legs swivel to fold flat for storage and transportation. 

Personalize your display panels by attaching your event name or company logo or design… or apply directional information 

to our display panel.  



FENCING 

FLEXI FENCING 

One of the most popular farm products, the Flex-Fence, is a specifically designed fence that was made to be a safer alternative 

to traditional horse and animal fencing systems. It consists of high-tensile wire molecularly bonded to polyethylene plastic. 

Instead of splintering or breaking on impact, Flex-Fence will flex up to six inches (30cm), and then return to its original shape. 

Flex-Fence is extremely strong, with the widest size having 4,860 lbs (2204 kgs) of break strength per rail. So your animals are 

far more likely to stay safe and remain in their pasture out of harm’s way. Flex-Fence won’t splinter, warp, fade, and doesn’t 

require painting. It’s available in black, white and brown to match most farm color schemes. 

Because these horse fencing systems are manufactured to our exact specifications, there’s no other flexible horse fence like it 

on the market. Fencetastic’s Flex-Fence contains polyethylene plastic, which is the only type of plastic approved for use in the 

airline and bridge building industries. The plastic and high tensile wire used are molecularly bonded, so this horse fence is de-

signed to stay straight as a board, no matter the weather. A UV guard and high-quality plastic means the colors stay true, and 

these rails are even recyclable. 

Don’t forget you will need the right fencing accessories to install your Flex-Fence properly. We also offer these products with 

the same high quality materials and construction you’ve come to expect. 
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GATES 

FENCING 

Blending optimal function and long-term performance 

Fencetastic PVC gates are custom made and manufactured in New Zealand and an excellent option for both security and 
privacy and suitable for all residential, commercial, and rural properties providing function and long-term performance. 
 
Our PVC gates are easy to maintain, will not peel, rot, rust or crack and can be thoroughly cleaned with water or pressure 
wash. They represent a cost-effective and attractive alternative giving you the perfect look that you have been searching for. 
All gates are manufactured to match the style of fencing required and are designed for strength and durability. All gates 
come with strong powder coated hinges, drop bolt and lockable latch system. 
 
Automatic gates: 
Fencetastic automatic gates come in both sliding & swing styles. All our PVC gates are fabricated to the customers individual 
requirements.  

Fencetastic gates are fabricated in NZ and are available in all fence 
styles!!  
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DECKING 

OUTDOOR DECKING 

Fencetastic’s  100% cellular PVC reinforced decking makes it one of the strongest available. It is a non 

absorbent board and contains no wood or rice shell fillers. This ideal decking material with a wood grain 

appearance is suitable for all regions including coastal applications, it is impervious to insects and will 

not deteriorate due to salt spray and has greater colour retention over most composite boards. 

Features & Benefits 

 Resists Fading  

 Mould & Insect Resistant 

 Dimensionally Stable 

 Slip Resistant Surface 

 Fire Resistant 

 Water Resistant 

 Low-Maintenance 

 Easy Installation 

 Light Weight 

 Easy To Clean 

 Environmentally Friendly 
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FENCING 

OUTDOOR LIVING 

Live More.   Stress Less   -   Pergolas, Gazebo’s & Arbors 

All of our outdoor living products are designed and crafted to provide stylish, durable and maintenance-free performance that 

will enhance you outdoor living experience. Our pergolas/patio covers and gazebos are made from 100% virgin vinyl. They are 

impervious to water and humidity and offer the industry’s best UV protection. Virtually maintenance free, our outdoor living 

products won’t chip, rust, rot, crack—no painting either !! 

Pergolas / Patio Covers—Outdoor Living with Style 

Add style and function to your outdoor areas with one of our 

custom designed vinyl pergolas  

Gazebo’s—Both functional & fashionable 

Our vinyl gazebos offer a dramatic flourish to your outdoor landscape and complement your vision for outdoor living 

that expresses your livestyle. With beauty, durability and performance. 
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OUTDOOR LIVING 

PVC CREATIONS 
 

Fencetastic custom make a range of PVC products including: 

* Garden beds 

* Children’s sand box 

* Planter boxes 

* Trellis 

* Dog houses 

* Outdoor seating areas 

* Sign Posts 

* Letter Boxes 
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FENCING 

PVC ACCESSORIES 

PVC FENCE POST CAPS 

Internal Flat Cap External Flat Cap  Gothic Cap New England Cap 

SOLAR POST CAPS 

ALUMINIUM  INSERTS 

Post Aluminium Insert (mainly used for gate post) 

(Comes standard with our gates) 

 

Bottom Rail Aluminium Insert (prevents bottom rail from  

sagging) 

(Comes standard in all Picket, Privacy and Balustrade Fences) 
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Equine Series External Round-

Mount 

New Era Gothic New England Round 

Mount 

PVC PICKET FENCE POST CAPS 

   Flat             Dog Eared        Pointed 


